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BEACON BOOKS
WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF

We are both delighted and excited to bring you our 
latest collection of  new and forthcoming titles in our 
Autumn/Winter 2021 Catalogue. 

We are pleased to announce two new imprints: Bright 
Books featuring our children’s books and UniVerse Press, 
which will bring poetry books from excellent original 
voices that speak from the page, in a contemporary style, 
about timeless issues.

We will also be launching a fascinating 
collection of  novels by the iconic Qur’an 

translator, Marmaduke Pickthall.
In fact our roster of  fiction titles are 
bursting at the seams; including Dead 

North, the latest Nordic Noir thriller from 
Sandy McCutcheon. We’re also pleased to 
be launching A Red Red Rose, a suspenseful 

crime thriller from Mira Doria and the 
latest adult fiction novel from Shereen 
Malherbe, The Land Beneath the Light. 

TRADE DISCOUNT AND CREDIT 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST!
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A coursebook based on Usul ash-Shashi 
for students interested in Islamic law 
and legal theory.

RELEASE
January - February 2022

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-92-8 / £24.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-93-5 / £19.95

Tahir Mahmood Kiani is well-versed in various fields of  Islamic Sacred Sciences, which 
includes Arabic Grammar, rhetoric, prose, poetry, syntax, etymology, Hadith, Qur’an, 
Fiqh, Usul al-Fiqh (Principles of  Islamic Jurisprudence), and Mantiq (logic). 
He teaches Arabic and Islamic Sacred Sciences in various educational and academic centres 
and masjids, on a long term and short term basis. Being fluent in Arabic, English and 
Urdu, Tahir Mahmood Kiani has translated numerous Islamic texts such as the The 
Mukhtasar Al-Quduri and Al-Fawz al-Kabir.

Tahir Mahmood Kiani

A Coursebook on the Principles of  
Islamic Jurisprudence According to 
the Hanafi School (Usul ash-Shashi)

A Coursebook on the Principles of  Islamic Jurisprudence According to the 
Hanafi School is based upon the classical primer in principles of  Islamic 
jurisprudence, Usul ash-Shashi. It is widely taught and used in the Dars-
e-Nizami syllabus used amongst the South Asian seminaries.  

This coursebook will be of  interest to students interested in Islamic law 
and legal theory. 

Key modules in the book include:

• Types of  Hukm (Ruling)
• Azīmah (Regular Act) and Rukhah (Dispensation)
• The Sunnah of  the Messenger of  Allāh 
• Ijmā (Scholarly Consensus)
• Qiyās (Analogical Extrapolation)
• The Sabab (Reason) for the Hukm (Ruling)
• Impediments

R
E

LI
G

IO
N

The Beacon Islamic Studies Series is designed to provide 
coursebooks on classical Islamic texts that can be used in a 
wide range of  educational settings. 

The Beacon Coursebooks will help institutions deliver 
courses as they can be used as core texts, without the need 
to rely on an instructor to provide further material. They are 
equally suitable for self-study, as the material is introduced 
and built upon through modules that can be followed 
comfortably by students. 

With a clear layout and structure, the Coursebooks use a number of  techniques to ensure students are able to easily digest 
the information provided, such as: Key definitions (Terminologies), Points-to-note (PTN), Quick Quiz, Multiple Choice 
Questions (MCQ) and Short-answer Questions.

“ ”
These coursebooks are designed to be taught in a classroom 
setting but can easily be used as a self-study manual
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Based on Dalil al-Talib of  Marʿi 
b. Yusuf, widely acknowledged and 

currently taught in numerous Islamic 
institutes across the Arab world.

RELEASE
January - February 2022

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-29-4 / £24.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-30-0 / £19.95

Beacon Books’ new Islamic Studies Series aims to provide resources to 
enable the study of  traditional texts and topics in a structured and 
systematic way. The books are designed to be taught in a classroom 
setting but can easily be used as a self-study manual. 

A Coursebook on the Principles of  Islamic Jurisprudence According to the Hanbali 
School is based on Dalil al-Talib (The Student’s Handbook) of  Marʿi b. 
Yusuf  (d. 1033/1623). The manual’s reception is widely acknowledged 
and is currently taught in numerous Islamic institutes across the Arab 
world.

Some of  the units covered in the coursebook include:

• Chronology of  the Hanbali school
• Principles of  Ahmad b. Hanbal’s law
• The Five Legal Rulings
• Determining the official opinions of  the Hanbali school
• Purification
• Ritual Prayer
• Funeral
• Obligatory Charity
• Fasting
• Devotional Seclusion
• Pilgrimage
• Warfare

Jewel Jalil did his opening Arabic and Islamic Studies in England and Yemen. 
He read part of  his BA in Islamic Studies at Al-Jami’a Al-Wataniyya, Sana’a, and his 

MA at SOAS, University of  London. 
Currently he is reading his PhD in Arab and Islamic Studies at the University of  Exeter. 

Mar’i b. Yusuf  Al-Karmi Al-Hanbali & Jewel Jalil

A Coursebook on the Principles of  
Islamic Jurisprudence According to 

the Hanbali School (Dalil al-Talib)

R
E
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“
”

With a clear layout and structure, 
the coursebooks use a number 

of  techniques to ensure students 
are able to easily digest the 

information provided
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A guide to the city of  Fes for the 
spiritual seeker covering mosques, 
mausoleums and biographies of  saints.

RELEASE
November 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-915025-30-2 / £14.95

E-BOOK
978-1-915025-31-9/ £12.95

”
The graves of  hundreds of  these 
awliya Allah (friends of  God) fill 
every corner of  the city, many of  
which are still visited and sought 
for their barakah (blessings)

“

“The earth of  Morocco lets saints grow [in as much abundance] as grass.” 
Ibn Qunfudh

The city of  Fes stands as an enduring exception to the great cultural 
and historical losses of  our time. It is home to some of  the greatest 
religious scholars, saints and teachers of  the Islamic world and to this 
day, remains very much accessible to the visitor seeking a taste of  its 
unique spiritual heritage.

Many spiritual guides were trained, inspired or taught in the mosques 
and seminaries of  Fes. The graves of  hundreds of  these awliya Allah 
(friends of  God) fill every corner of  the city, many of  which are still 
visited and sought for their barakah (blessings).

This book is the first practical resource in English for the spiritual 
seeker travelling to Fes, including information on mosques, seminaries, 
and mausoleums as well as brief  biographies of  saints. It also features 
simple, user-friendly maps to help people navigate the major sites of  
interest, an index of  religious gatherings and proposed itineraries.

While there are many tourists who visit Fes to taste culture, there are also a growing number 
of  zuwar – spiritually inclined individuals visiting to taste its rich religious and spiritual 
history. There is often very little information provided or guidance offered for visiting the 
many sacred sites. 

This book intends to be a resource for the za’ir, the spiritual visitor, those who seek to 
encounter the religious, intellectual, and cultural history. This text is intended to be simple 
and user-friendly. 

Abdul Latif  & Hadhrat Ishaq
A Spiritual Guide to Fes
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“

Born in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, Nouran Aleyeidi is a graduate of  the King Abdulaziz 
University College of  Medicine. Awarded the bachelor’s degree in Medicine and Surgery in 

2005, she is currently Assistant Professor in Community Medicine at Princess Noura Bint 
Abdulrahman University’s College of  Medicine. Aleyeidi also runs an Arabic language 

YouTube channel and Facebook page titled ‘The Theory of  Evolution Increased my Faith’.

A mind-expanding book refuting the 
widely held view that the Theory of  

Evolution is at odds with the religion 
and teachings of  Islam.

RELEASE
October 2021

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-95-9 / £24.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-94-2 / £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-95-6 / £12.95

”
Aleyeidi claims that... deep study into 

the Theory of  Evolution draws you 
closer to a clearer understanding of  

how God created living things

Many Muslims around the world insist that the Theory of  Evolution is 
incompatible with Islam. Authored by a self-confessed Saudi Arabian, 
Muslim physician who believes evolution to be true, How Evolution 
Strengthened My Faith claims that rather than contradicting the Qur’an, 
the idea that species have originated from one another, and that all 
living things have a common ancestor, surprisingly aligns with it.

In her own inimitable way, Aleyeidi claims that as a believer with 
an open mind, deep study into the Theory of  Evolution draws you 
closer to a clearer understanding of  how God created living things. 
Not exclusively for Muslim readers, this book is an asset for anyone 
questioning whether it is possible to keep your faith while believing in 
evolution. 

Showcasing Aleyeidi’s unique point of  view and original ideas, this 
book promises to take the open-minded and open-hearted reader on a 
scientific, philosophical and religious journey which, at the most, will 
introduce a new perspective and expand your horizons, and at the least, 
will bring you closer to understanding a fascinating, new point of  view.

Dr Nouran Aleyeidi

How Evolution Strengthened My Faith

SC
IE

N
C

E

The interface of  Islam and evolution is one of  the most 
perplexing questions facing the Muslim community. 

This series is designed to help the Muslim audience become 
aware of  this topic by bringing forth ideas written by multiple 

thinkers from different backgrounds. 
The aim is to show the various ways people conceive the 

relationship between Islam and evolution.

&the
ISLAM   EVOLUTION

series
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An intriguing read on whether the 
theory of  evolution contradicts Islamic 
beliefs, with arguments based on modern 
science, philosophy and the Qur’an.

RELEASE
October 2021

HARDBACK
978-1-915025-22-7 / £22.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-915025-21-0 / £14.95

E-BOOK
978-1-915025-23-4 / £12.95“Taslaman bases his arguments on modern 

scientific research, philosophical considerations 
and verses from the Qur’an”

The contentiousness of  the issue of  the theory of  evolution is well-
known even to the layman, so that, to the ears of  the general public, 
“science-religion” is synonymous with evolution-religion. This book 
addresses this “most controversial subject” within the framework of  
Islam, discussing whether the theory of  evolution poses a conflict with 
this faith. 

Discussions on this matter often involve the scrutiny of  the reliability 
of  the theory of  evolution itself. As a result, two delicate matters get 
mingled with one another: “Can a Muslim be an evolutionist?” and “Is 
the theory of  evolution true?”. This text will approach both of  these 
questions separately.

Focussing on whether the theory of  evolution contradicts Islamic 
beliefs, Taslaman bases his arguments on modern scientific research, 
philosophical considerations and verses from the Qur’an, while 
attempting to analyse all mainstream objections raised against the 
theory of  evolution from various Muslims. 

Having participated in numerous discussions and debates on television 
as well as having delivered seminars and lectures in universities, 
Taslaman has encountered many people around the world longing for a 
frank answer to the question: “Can a Muslim be an evolutionist?”. This 
book may well be the answer. 

Following his undergraduate studies at Bogazici University in Istanbul, Caner Taslaman 
completed his master’s degree at Marmara University with a thesis on the relationship 
between the Big Bang Theory, philosophy and theology. His doctoral thesis dealt with the 
relationship between Evolution Theory, philosophy and theology. He continued his post-
doctorate studies first at Tokyo University and later at Oxford University. Taslaman 
currently serves as Professor of  Philosophy at Yıldız Technical University.

Caner Taslaman

Can Muslims Be Evolutionists?

The interface of  Islam and evolution is one of  the most 
perplexing questions facing the Muslim community. 

This series is designed to help the Muslim audience become 
aware of  this topic by bringing forth ideas written by multiple 

thinkers from different backgrounds. 
The aim is to show the various ways people conceive the 

relationship between Islam and evolution.

&the
ISLAM   EVOLUTION

series
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“...ideas of  Western scholars such as 
Darwin were highly influenced by a 
priori biases, beliefs and prejudices”

For centuries, Western scholars and historians have defended the 
ethnocentric idea that most major scientific discoveries, or even 
“science” itself, is a Western discipline. In recent decades this trend 
to minimise the contributions of  “others” has started to change, but 
within other fields of  science, such as biology or anatomy, ethnocentric 
views continue to prevail.

This book discusses how and why even historians of  science and 
scientists often fall into the trap of  such racist and ethnocentric 
narratives and provides specific examples that contradict them. It 
highlights how the ideas of  Western scholars such as Darwin were also 
highly influenced by a priori biases, beliefs and prejudices.

The discussions, untold stories, and fascinating case studies provided in 
this book are crucial for a more comprehensive understanding of  the 
history of  not only biology, science and the planet’s diverse societies 
and their philosophies, but also of  our way of  thinking, biases and 
prejudices.

A fascinating work re-examining the 
narrative of  scientific discovery in the 

evolutionary field, highlighting Muslim 
scholarship centuries ahead of  Darwin.

RELEASE
October 2021

HARDBACK
978-1-915025-25-8 / £24.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-915025-24-1 / £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-915025-26-5 / £12.95

The award-winning Rui Diogo is renowned worldwide for addressing scientific questions and 
societal issues using state-of-the-art empirical data from different fields of  science. He is a 

biologist, anthropologist and the author of  more than 150 papers and 20 books, including 
Learning and Understanding Human Anatomy and Pathology and Evolution 

Driven by Organismal Behavior, often listed among 2017’s ten best evolutionary books.

Malak A. Alghamdi is assistant professor of  Anatomy at King Saud bin Abdulaziz 
University for Health Sciences College of  Medicine, Saudi Arabia. She received a Bachelor’s 

degree in Physiotherapy from King Abdulaziz University College of  Applied Medical 
Sciences, and both her Master’s and Ph.D degrees in anatomy from Howard University.

A resident physician in pediatrics at The University of  Chicago, Comer Children’s 
Hospital, Aamina H. Malik, M.D. is a triple alumna of  Howard University, Washington 

D.C., having earned her Doctor of  Medicine, Master’s in human anatomy, and Bachelor’s 
in biology from the institution.

Rui Diogo, Malak A. Alghamdi & Aamina H. Malik

A Thousand Years Before Darwin:
An Untold Story in Biology

SC
IE

N
C

E
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“
”

...the optimal solution to our 
mounting socio-environmental 
problems is achievable if  only we 
were to return to an integrated 
way of  thinking and living...

Presents the precepts and applications of  
a totally rational belief  system where the 
distinction between religion and secularism is 
meaningless.

RELEASE
September 2021

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-98-0 / £24.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-97-3/ £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-99-7 / £12.95

Born in India, the late Al-Hafiz Basheer Ahmad Masri completed a degree in Arabic from 
Government College University of  Punjab in Lahore, Pakistan and attended the Faculty 
of  Arabic at al-Azhar University, Cairo. He spent 20 years in East Africa, during which 
time he was the Principal of  the largest secondary school and held secretarial and presidential 
posts on social, educational and Islamic organizations.

Nadeem Haque is a researcher and author whose work has covered themes of  animal rights 
and the environment, ecology, the origins and nature of  consciousness, the unification of  
physics, extraterrestrial life and the Quran. Haque has a degree in Economics and is also 
a registered professional civil/structural and environmental engineer practising in Ontario, 
Canada.

Mehran Banaei is an environmental activist, naturalist, independent researcher and blogger 
from Toronto, Canada. With a BA in Social Psychology and MA in Social Philosophy 
from York University, he is the co-author of  From Facts to Values: Certainty, Order, 
Balance and their Universal Implications, as well as many articles on socio-political 
thought.

Ecolibrium: The Sacred Balance in Islam presents the precepts and 
applications of  a totally rational belief  system where the distinction 
between religion and secularism is meaningless. 

The book demonstrates that the optimal solution to our mounting 
socio-environmental problems is achievable if  only we were to return 
to an integrated way of  thinking and living, of  indeed organising 
human society, so that it organically co-evolves as a natural component 
of  the panoply of  the rest of  creation. In short, the authors call for a 
radical transformation in our relationship to ecology and the universe 
itself, which is different not only in degree but also in kind. 

They elaborate on these “changes in kind” that are needed, with an 
optimistic view to inspire the development of  a global, compassionate 
and concerned society in this pivotal 21st century and beyond.

Al-Hafiz B.A. Masri, Nadeem Haque & Mehran Banaei

ECOlibrium: 
The Sacred Balance in Islam

SC
IE

N
C

E
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An eye-opening text looking at the art 
of  wrestling as practised by early 

Muslims and Prophetic Companions.

RELEASE
January 2022

HARDBACK
978-1-915025-16-6 / £19.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-915025-15-9 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-915025-17-3 / £9.95

“ ”
Sport has been a hallmark of  every 

culture throughout history, and 
Islamic civilisation was no exception

Nisar Ahmed Shaikh is an avid grappler having trained extensively in Jiu-jitsu and cross 
trained in freestyle and Greco-style Wrestling, Judo and Sambo. He holds a black belt in 
Jiu-jitsu under the Carlson Gracie Team London. His passion for the grappling arts has 
taken him abroad, seeking out instruction from some of  the best grapplers in the world, 
visiting Brazil, Japan, USA and Canada. He is a deeply passionate and active teacher 

with over fifteen years’ experience, instructing all levels, from professional MMA fighters to 
young children. He currently serves as a Muslim Chaplain at Royal Holloway University in 

London, where he lives with his family.

“He ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said, ‘Go and wrestle him.’ So, I took him down 
and thus he ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص permitted me to join the mission.”

Samurah ibn Jundub 
(Companion of  the Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)

Sport has been a hallmark of  every culture throughout history, and 
Islamic civilisation was no exception. At the time of  the Prophet 
Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص, noble arts such as Archery, Swordsmanship, Equitation 
and Wrestling were the established sports of  the day. But how were 
these sports practised and what purpose did they serve? What emphasis 
does Islam place on martial arts?

Drawing on hadith literature and classical texts, this short work looks at 
the art of  wrestling as practised by early Muslims, including:
• A brief  history of  wrestling in Arabia and amongst the Prophet’s 

Companions
• A translation and commentary on the short treatise by the great 

9th century Imam Jalaluddin as-Suyuti’s al-Musārʿah ila al-Muṣārʿah 
(“Swiftly to Wrestling”).

• A discussion on the objectives of  sports in Islam with excerpts 
from Silat al-Riyādati bil-Dīn wa-Dawruha (“The Relation Between 
Exercise and Religion”) by the late Shaykh Muhammad ibn Alawi 
al-Māliki (1944–2004).

In a time when sport is heavily commercialised, Prophetic Grappling 
hopes to inspire a new generation to turn to the noble example of  the 
Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص and use traditional martial arts as a means of  
spiritual, as well as physical, growth.

Nisar Ahmed Shaikh
Prophetic Grappling
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A colourful and personal exploration 
into the culinary heritage and food 
culture of  Balochistan.

RELEASE
December 2021

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-19-7 / £39.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-915025-18-0 / TBA

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-20-3 / £9.95

”
These tales engage our senses 
throughout this adventurous 
cookbook with each chapter 
revealing layers of  Balochistan
“

This book rouses our imagination towards corners.  

Travelling solo across Pakistan’s Balochistan province, the author 
takes us on a wonderful series of  journeys. Food as a leitmotif  as 
Balochistan’s north, south and coastal parts are explored.

If  ingredients could speak, what would they tell us?

The reader travels through time, with the many faces on offer, 
humanizing food. These tales engage our senses throughout this 
adventurous cookbook with each chapter revealing layers of  
Balochistan. 

We enjoy and learn about unusual ingredients, invisible dishes, food 
for thought and nostalgic comfort food along the way, honouring 
culinary icons. More than the sum of  these recipes and food stories, 
this cookbook opens up windows into this remote part of  Pakistan. 
The reader is invited to feast, feel, taste and enjoy Balochistan’s cuisine 
and more. 

Many of  these recipes are obscure for Pakistanis and are absent from 
the imagination of  what is considered Pakistani food, expanding our 
understanding of  what constitutes the cuisine of  the country. 

This is a collection of  thirteen stories with recipes representing 
Balochistan’s vast palate documented for the first time.

Nilofer Afridi Qazi is a public policy specialist with a background in film making. Born in 
Quetta, Balochistan, she has lived in over a dozen countries as a diplomat’s daughter. The 
2005 earthquake in Pakistan brought her back home. In 2012 she began her food mapping 
adventures across Pakistan’s undocumented culinary landscape. Travelling across Pakistan’s 
remote corners she spent time with many invisible chefs, unaware of  their incredible food as 
heritage treasures, worthy of  acknowledgement and above all celebration. Her work resulted 
in a documentary series called Pakistan on a Plate. All 53 episodes feature on her YouTube 
channel, niloferscorner. Culinary Tales from Balochistan is her first book. She currently 
lives in Islamabad.

Nilofer Afridi Qazi
Culinary Tales From Balochistan
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Marmaduke Pickthall (1875–1936) was a Muslim scholar and novelist, best known 
for his English translation of  the Qur’an. His fiction was highly acclaimed by his 

contemporaries, although largely overshadowed today by his other works and achievements. 
He was one among other prominent British converts to Islam in the 19th century.

Marmaduke Pickthall
Said the Fisherman

FIC
T

IO
N

Pickthall’s best-known novel featuring 
his best-loved character: Saïd, an 

incorrigible rogue.

RELEASE
November 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-07-2 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-08-9 / £7.95

”
Saïd is an amoral rogue, a hypocrite, 

capable of  extremes of  cruelty 
and callousness“

Saïd the Fisherman is Pickthall’s best-known novel and deservedly so.

It received immediate critical acclaim. Oriental scholars like Edward Browne, 
Stanley Lane-Poole and D.S. Margoliouth saw it as a masterpiece. Lord Cromer 
became a fan. H.G. Wells, Arnold Bennett and James Barrie were enthusiastic 
when it was published and as late as 1928 D.H. Lawrence wrote a warm article 
on the book in Adelphi.

Saïd, the central character of  the novel, is by profession a fisherman, by nature 
a scamp. When we first meet him he is about twenty-three years of  age, has 
been married to Hasneh for seven years, is childless and practises his trade on 
the Palestine coast near Haifa. He gives up fishing and sets off  for Damascus,
abandoning his wife on the way.

To all whom he meets he lies and poses in order to defraud and to escape
disaster. He reaches Damascus and there lives a hand-to-mouth existence.
Saïd is an amoral rogue, a hypocrite, capable of  extremes of  cruelty and
callousness. He is vain, covetous, deceitful, faithless and engaging. There is a
Falstaffian irrepressibility about him. We are seduced into accepting behaviour
and attitudes that are morally unacceptable. Saïd is most outrageous when he is
poor. Prosperity permits him to pose as a pious Damascus notable and makes
him less interesting. In Saïd, Pickthall has created an unforgettable personality.
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Marmaduke Pickthall (1875–1936) was a Muslim scholar and novelist, best known 
for his English translation of  the Qur’an. His fiction was highly acclaimed by his 
contemporaries, although largely overshadowed today by his other works and achievements. 
He was one among other prominent British converts to Islam in the 19th century.

Veiled Women
Marmaduke Pickthall

FI
C

T
IO

N

A sympathetic but honest portrayal 
of  the position of  women in Muslim 
societies.

RELEASE
November 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-09-6 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-10-2 / £7.95

“ ”
The only contemporary English 
novelist who understands 
the Nearer East
E.M. Forster

Veiled Women is perhaps Pickthall’s most ambitious novel. In it he is
explaining, describing and justifying harìm life. It is the story of  an 
English orphan, Mary Smith, who goes to Cairo in the 1860s to be the 
governess of  the prosperous Turco-Egyptian family of  Muhammad 
Pasha Salih. She and the Pasha’s son, Yusuf, fall in love. She becomes a 
Muslim and they marry.

The central theme of  the novel is the pace of  life in the harìm and the 
position of  women in Muslim societies. Men in Egypt, Pickthall shows, 
have a political and economic monopoly of  power in public. In the 
home this monopoly is circumscribed by the force of  personality of  
women and by property rights safeguarded in the marriage contract. 
The wife has legitimate recourse to Islamic law: a law, however, 
which is codified and interpreted by men. Pickthall describes all this 
sympathetically but he does not turn away from injustices that arise 
from subordination. 

The position of  women in Islamic countries was much criticised by 
Westerners. It still is. Pickthall does not whitewash. He justifies the 
standing of  women on liberal Islamic grounds.

Veiled Women is a piece of  anthropological observation, It does not aim 
to convince, but to explain, and, like his other Middle East novels, sheds 
light on practices and attitudes that are nowhere else so articulately 
recorded.
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Marmaduke Pickthall (1875–1936) was a Muslim scholar and novelist, best known 
for his English translation of  the Qur’an. His fiction was highly acclaimed by his 

contemporaries, although largely overshadowed today by his other works and achievements. 
He was one among other prominent British converts to Islam in the 19th century.

Marmaduke Pickthall
Oriental Encounters
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A fictionalised account of  Pickthall’s 
adventures and experiences in Syria.

RELEASE
November 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-05-8 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-06-5 / £7.95

“ ”
He does not sentimentalize about 

the East, he is a part of  it, 
and only incidentally does his 

passionate love shine out
E.M. Forster

Oriental Encounters, subtitled ‘Palestine and Syria (1894–6)’, is the best 
introduction to Pickthall’s work. The book is a fictionalised account of  
his adventures and experiences, with some of  the tales he heard during 
his travels in Syria.

The three hundred pages of  the first edition contain about twenty 
separate incidents, generally unrelated one to the other, but all 
disclosing Pickthall’s first encounters with the Middle East, and how 
he slowly discards his own European perspective, thanks to his two 
remarkable companions, Rashid and Suleyman.

During his travels Pickthall often wore local dress. This at once 
created a distance between him and other Englishmen. Pickthall 
describes trying to explain in English a point of  custom to a strange 
English tourist by saying: “‘What! Are you English?’ was his only 
answer, as he scanned my semi-native garb with pity and disgust.”

Pickthall’s memories tell us much of  the provincial Syria in the 1890s. 
The government is to be avoided or its agents propitiated. Oriental 
Encounters is high-spirited and also funny. His Europeans and 
Americans in Palestine are nearly all bizarre, not least one American 
admiral, on shore for two days only, who asked only one thing: to be 
shown the tree on which Judas Iscariot had hanged himself, in order 
that he might defile it in a natural manner and so attest his faith.
Indeed, the joyfulness of  the book is, paradoxically, an outcome of  
depression and anguish. 

Pickthall gained from the catharsis. And so do his readers.
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Sandy McCutcheon
Dead North
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”

When the woman is interviewed in 
hospital she responds in a language 
nobody can understand or even 
recognise... Then she vanishes

The discovery of  a woman, unconscious in a boat on London’s River 
Thames, launches Detective Inspector Nicole Parry into an 
investigation that everyone else, including the CIA and MI6, want 
buried. When the woman is interviewed in hospital she responds in a 
language nobody can understand or even recognise. Then she vanishes.

Against the orders of  her superiors and in the face of  deadly 
opposition from the security forces of  Britain and the USA, and hunted 
by the Russian mafia, Nicole, suspended from duty, begins an 
investigation that takes her from London to Helsinki, into the wilds of  
Finland and eventually plunges her into the murky world of  
contemporary Russian politics.

Teaming up with taciturn Finnish Security Intelligence Officer, Pentti 
Toivonen, Nicole risks death and disgrace in order to stop a plot that is 
intended to unseat governments and unleash extremist forces.

Along the way the only clues appear to come from the ancient Finnish 
epic poem The Kalevala, and hinge on the theft of  a mythical object – 
the Sampo.

Sandy McCutcheon is an author, playwright, actor, broadcaster and journalist. He has 
written twenty plays and a number of  novels, including Black Widow (2006) which won 
the Christina Stead Award for Literature, and The Magician’s Son (2005), an 
autobiographical work on the true nature of  his ancestry. In 2018, Beacon Books published 
his novel Through the Peacock Gate. He currently resides in Morocco and has a large 
following on his website ‘The View from Fez’ which he runs with his wife, the 
photojournalist Suzanna Clarke.

Weaving ancient folklore with 
contemporary events, Dead North is 
a literary thriller in the Nordic Noir 
genre.

RELEASE
Available now

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-80-5 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-81-2 / £9.95
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A fast-paced thriller that sees a novelist 
turned intelligence operative thrown into 

a deadly game of  cat and mouse.

RELEASE
December 2021

HARDBACK
978-1-915025-13-5 / £17.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-915025-12-8 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-915025-14-2 / £9.95

Christopher Lamb is a mildly successful novelist whose life changes 
when he is recruited by British Intelligence to create cover stories for 
agents in foreign countries. 

It seems like a perfect job until one of  his “creations” goes rogue. 

Christopher Lamb is tasked with retrieving his asset and is plunged into 
a nightmare of  conspiracies, betrayal and murder. 

The creation game has suddenly become deadly.

Sandy McCutcheon is an author, playwright, actor, broadcaster and journalist. He has 
written twenty plays and a number of  novels, including Black Widow (2006) which won 
the Christina Stead Award for Literature, and The Magician’s Son (2005), an 
autobiographical work on the true nature of  his ancestry. In 2018, Beacon Books published 
his novel Through the Peacock Gate. He currently resides in Morocco and has a large 
following on his website ‘The View from Fez’ which he runs with his wife, the 
photojournalist Suzanna Clarke.

Sandy McCutcheon
Creation Game
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“
”

The mysterious killing of  a 
harmless upmarket shopkeeper leads 
to a complex trail of  
corruption and deceit... 

A Red Red Rose is a compelling mystery story with a hint of  romance, 
looking beyond the sunny tourist facade of  Marrakesh to the reality of  
Moroccan life in all its sadness, joy and confusion.

Zara is a young professional photographer living alone in a riad bought 
with her earnings. Recently parted from a difficult and persistent 
fiancé, she sometimes helps a police inspector friend with crime scene 
photography. 

The mysterious killing of  a harmless upmarket shopkeeper leads to 
a complex trail of  corruption and deceit involving local citizens and 
foreigners alike. 

Both Zara and Rachid risk their lives to bring the sudden bout of  
kidnappings, deaths and other crimes to an end before the Red City is 
thrown back into the anarchy of  an earlier, lawless age.

After early training at art school, Mira Doria went on to academic studies, holding down 
a variety of  jobs over the years. From an early age she has enjoyed writing both poetry 
and prose, and is also a well travelled photographer. She lives in Cairo with her husband, 
journalist Wahid Alemam.

A gripping mystery of  a crime scene 
photographer’s race to solve a spate of  
murders and kidnappings in Morocco’s 
Red City.

RELEASE
January 2022

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-46-1 / £17.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-45-4 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-47-8 / £9.95

Mira Doria
A Red Red Rose
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”
When Riya discovers a shocking 

secret, she’s desperate to share 
what she has uncovered. 

But who will believe her?
“

Akmal Ullah’s second novel, The Cookie Dealer is a sequel to his debut 
title Accidental Rich Boy which was popular among readers of  all ages.

It follows 17-year-old Riya, whose life is turned upside down when 
her mother is diagnosed with a serious illness. With the help of  her 
best friend, Riya finds a creative way to earn money so she can pay for 
private medical treatment. 

The thriving enterprise attracts the attention of  Riya’s new Head of  
Sixth Form at college, the charming but sinister Mr Phillips. He seems 
determined to bring her selling to a halt, and she can’t figure out why.

When Riya discovers a shocking secret about Mr Phillips, she’s 
desperate to share what she has uncovered. But who will believe her? 
And more importantly, will she manage to stop him before he brings 
her down?

An enterprising teen finds a creative way 
to pay for her ailing mother’s medical 

bills, but it seems people are determined 
to stop her.

RELEASE
December 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-48-5 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-49-2 / £7.95

A teacher of  English, Akmal Ullah is also an author of  Young Adult fiction. He holds a 
BA (Hons) in English and History, a Post-Graduate Certificate of  Education (PGCE) 

in English and a Graduate Diploma in Law (GDL). He has taught in schools and colleges 
across inner-city London for almost 15 years and takes his inspiration from the children he 

teaches, as well as his own experiences and upbringing as a British-Muslim. 
He lives in London with his wife and two children.

Akmal Ullah
The Cookie Dealer
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Shereen Malherbe
The Land Beneath the Light
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”
A classic coming of  age novel, 
The Land Beneath the Light 
explores the lived reality of  those 
living under Occupation in Palestine

“

From her rural farmhouse at the bottom of  the hilltop surrounded by 
the Occupation, Khadija’s life changes forever when the shadows come 
and cause destruction in her village.

In the wake of  upheaval and ruin, Khadija draws upon her deeply 
rooted Palestinian heritage and stories, often shared through the voice 
of  a storyteller, to get through. 

A classic coming of  age novel, The Land Beneath the Light explores the 
lived reality of  those living under Occupation in Palestine. References 
to Islamic theology provide an ethereal backdrop to a story set in one 
of  the most sought after cities in the world.

A harrowing tale about the realities of  
living life under occupation in Palestine. 

RELEASE
November 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-50-8 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-51-5 / £7.95

Shereen Malherbe is a British Palestinian writer. 
Her debut novel, Jasmine Falling, was voted one of  the top 20 best books by Muslim 
women (Goodreads). The Tower, a contemporary fiction novel, was published by Beacon 
Books in 2019. The Girl Who Slept Under the Moon was published by Beacon 
Books in 2020 and introduced the recurring character of  Noor. 
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”
I Am Joseph is a timeless story of

love, loss, power and betrayal

“We relate to you (O Muhammad) the best of  stories in what 
We have revealed to you of  this Qur’an...” 

(Surah Yusuf, Holy Qur’an)

I Am Joseph is a novel based on the true-life events of  Prophet Joseph, 
known as Yusuf  in Islam. A key figure in all Abrahamic religions, the 
Quranic narrative of  the life of  Prophet Joseph is one of  the most 
well-known and detailed.

Beginning with the jealousy of  his brothers which leads to him being 
sold into slavery, to later ascending to the ranks of  royalty, the life of  
Joseph is a timeless story of  love, loss, power and betrayal.

An uplifting story with a strong moral message, I Am Joseph teaches the 
importance of  keeping faith in the darkest of  times. Mohsen’s retelling 
presents this classic tale in a modern setting that appeals to young adult 
readers.

Inspired by the Qur’anic narration 
of  Prophet Joseph (Yusuf), this book 
provides an Islamic hero and a moral 

compass to the youth.

RELEASE
November 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-82-9 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-83-6 / £7.95

Lilly S. Mohsen is an author, therapist and spiritual speaker. She’s currently pursuing a 
Diploma in Islamic Psychology and is a contributing writer to a number of  educational and 

inspirational blogs.

Lilly S. Mohsen
I Am Joseph
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Shereen Malherbe is a British Palestinian writer. 
Her debut novel, Jasmine Falling, was voted one of  the top 20 best books by Muslim 
women (Goodreads). The Tower, a contemporary fiction novel, was published by Beacon 
Books in 2019. The Girl Who Slept Under the Moon was published by Beacon 
Books in 2020 and introduced the recurring character of  Noor. 

Shereen Malherbe
The Girl Who Stitched the Stars
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Bright Books is 
an imprint of  
Beacon Books

”
Her dress reminded her 

of  who she was and 
where she belonged“

The second outing of  Shereen Malherbe’s lovable character Noor, The 
Girl Who Stitched the Stars is another heart-warming story of  identity and 
belief  in one’s self. 

Non-school uniform day arrives at Noor’s school. 

Noor hasn’t ever been to school without her uniform before, and the 
clothes she loves to wear are different.

What will she wear? 

What will the other children say?

When she realises what her clothes mean to her, she must decide if  she 
can be brave enough to share them with her friends.

The Girl Who Stitched the Stars helps children to discover that being 
different makes the best stories.

Noor returns and a non-school uniform 
day makes her evaluate the love she has 
for her clothes and what they say about 
who she really is.

RELEASE
November - December 2021

HARDBACK
978-1-915025-10-4 / £12.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-915025-09-8 / £7.95

E-BOOK
978-1-915025-11-1 / £7.95
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Suma Din
The Gift of  Our World
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Bright Books is 
an imprint of  
Beacon Books

“
”

We repair what is broken, 
we reuse what is whole, 

and we share what 
the earth gives us

The Gift of  Our World

Wherever we look there are colourful, beautiful gifts of  nature all over 
our planet. 

From the trees and bees, to the sunshine and seeds, through the ocean 
waves and over corn fields – it’s all magnificent and useful!

But there’s a problem when these gifts are wasted or spoilt. 

Our planet needs looking after and we can all do something every day 
to look after it!

The Gift of  Our World brings children 
a Muslim perspective about valuing the 
earth’s resources and being responsible 

for the environment.

RELEASE
Available now

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-86-7 / £12.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-85-0 / £7.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-87-4 / £7.95

Suma Din is an author and freelance researcher based in Buckinghamshire, England. 
Her children’s titles combine Global Citizenship and faith through non-fiction books and 
classroom resources. She taught in the supplementary and adult education sector for many 

years and has published titles for adults. 
Suma is married with three children and lives with her pet fascination for bodies of  water 

and recreational painting.
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Anselm Adodo is the founder and director of  Pax Herbals, Nigeria’s foremost herbal 
research institute. He is a Senior Fellow at Trans4m centre for Integral Development, 
France.

Ronnie Lessem is Professor of  Management at Da Vinci Institute in South Africa, and a 
Co-founder of  Trans4m Communiversity Associates, London.

Anselm Adodo & Ronnie Lessem  
Afrikology
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”
...both capitalism and communism 
were born out of  narrow views of  

our humanity, ignoring the cultural 
richness of  the rest of  the world...

“

During the twentieth century, global politics and economics have
been marked by two politically, economically, and intellectually divisive
rather than culturally and psychologically integrative forces. This
has been reflected in the “East/West” mutually antagonistic divide of
communism/capitalism and the North/South chasm of  wealth and
poverty. The result, worldwide, has been, to a considerable degree,
stasis and disintegration. 

In this book, the authors argue that both capitalism and communism 
were born out of  narrow views of  our humanity, ignoring the cultural 
richness of  the rest of  the world. The evidence is everywhere: climate 
change, terrorism, rising poverty, political tension, social chaos and 
food insecurity. 

But this is not a book of  lamentations. The authors present real case 
studies to demonstrate that there is an alternative to the current chaos: 
Afrikology. It is “Afri-” because it is inspired by ideas initially produced 
in Africa, the cradle of  humankind; it is “ko (logy)” because it is based 
on logos, the word from which the world was originated, but at the 
same time, an episteme, a worldly-wise eco-logical knowledge, and 
consciousness. It stands for a plurality of  epistemic directions. 

Knowledge, therefore, is an interpretation that is always situated within 
a living communal tradition, co-created by individuals, communities, 
and enterprises, specifically out of  Africa’s genius, alongside others.

The second volume of  Insights in 
Semiotic Economics, a new series 
exploring alternative economic models in 
the neoliberal age.

RELEASE
Available now

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-43-0 / £24.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-44-7 / £19.95

Beacon Academic 
is an imprint of  
Beacon Books
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”
His ideas had widespread impact in 
the 15th century, and continue to be 
highly influential in the modern day

Ahmad Zarruq (1442–1493) is one of  the most accomplished Islamic 
scholars in the Maliki School, who scrupulously upheld orthodox 
jurisprudence in Sufi practice. 

As a jurist, intellectual and founder of  a Sufi Order (Zarruqiyah), his 
ideas had widespread impact in the 15th century, and continue to be 
highly influential in the modern day. He was the first scholar to be 
given the honorific title muhtasib al-‘ulama wa al-awliya, “Regulator of  the 
Scholars and Saints”.

Zarruq the Sufi explores the historical and social context of  Zarruq’s 
native city, Fez, where he was educated in the Islamic tradition and first 
encountered Sufism. 

As well as a catalogue of  his complete works, the book traces the order 
founded by Zarruq founded and its relation to the Shahdhiliyah. It 
examines the principal Sufi ideas Zarruq interpreted in light of  Sunni 
Islam, in both theory and in practice, and his well-known criticism of  
how Sufism was being practised in his era.

An essential biography of  one of  the 
most accomplished Islamic scholars in 

the Maliki School. 

RELEASE
September 2021

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-78-2 / £24.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-77-5 / £14.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-79-9 / £12.95

Ali F. Khushaim was Professor of  Islamic Philosophy at the University of  Tripoli’s Faculty
of  Education in Libya. He completed his PhD at Durham University with a thesis titled

Ahmad Zarruq: His Life and Works, on which this book is based.

Ali F. Khushaim

The Life and Works of  
Sidi Ahmad Zarruq
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UniVerse Press 
is an imprint of  
Beacon Books

INTRODUCING BEACON BOOKS’ NEWEST IMPRINT!
UniVerse Press is the latest addition to the Beacon Books family. An exciting, new space for our poetry titles, we hope it will

become the first place you go for all your poetic needs! Here are the first publications from this rapidly expanding home for poetry.

Singularities is a collection of  compassionate, thoughtful poems. 

Wide ranging in their coverage, from the glory of  the natural world around us to the 
idiosyncrasies, harsh realities and joys of  everyday living. This glorious collection of  poems are well worth 

visiting as they provide much food for thought for the philosophical reader. 

“Gulls no limits know,
nor winds, nor tides; set free,

a soul may join them.”

The same may be said for these poems.

HB 978-1-915025-01-2 / £14.95     PB 978-1-915025-00-5 / £9.95     EB 978-1-915025-02-9 /  £9.95

Singularities
 Paul Mein

Paul Mein is a regular contributor to Contemporary Literary Horizons, an international magazine of  writing, 
philosophy and poetry. He has written and produced two poetry cycles for voices; “Voices in a mystery” and “Behind 

every hero.” Two others, “The Witch of  Edlingham” and “The Bride of  Boulmer,” of  which he is joint author, 
are ready for production. He has two collections published, “In quiet places,” and “The language of  sands”. He 
currently leads the Writers Live writing group in Northumberland, having successfully set up a similar group in 
Nottinghamshire, where he was poet-in-residence for REACH, an organisation supporting adults with learning 

difficulties. In 2021, he won first prize in a short story competition organised by The Word.

“ ”
... a poet of  his land 

and his time
Daniel Dragomirescu, Bibliotheca Universalis

Philp is the Prize-winning poet and author of  Cotton Tornado: Selected Poems - 1969 to 
1996. He regularly reads his work at Liverpool’s Dead Good Poetry Society. He also offers 
poetry workshops around the UK. Philp is currently absorbed in metaphysical studies, but 
has lately completed books on the origin of  human language and Robin Hood.

Stephen Philp
RELEASE December 2021      HB 978-1-915025-04-3 / £14.95      
PB  978-1-915025-03-6 / £9.95   EB 978-1-915025-05-0 / £9.95

Chopping Wood

Chopping Wood is unashamedly political, religious and spiritual, anti-
secular, psychologically nuanced, social and environmental, scientifically 
critical, while remaining compassionate. One could go so far as to say 
that it challenges reality.

One of  its major themes is the tension between the public and the private, for which Philp often uses the 
metaphor of  the urban and the rural. As well as being driven by spiritual and political yearnings, his poetry 
involves itself  with the day-to-day. So love, walking the dog, responding to nature and the seasons, chatting with 
friends, observing what goes on in the street or the country lane are all included.

As Stephen says, “If  someone were to ask me what my poetry is about, I would have no compunction about 
answering ‘Everything’. I am just as interested in the incidental, as I am in the major themes of  life and love, 
and know from experience that they inform each other.”
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UniVerse Press 
is an imprint of  

Beacon Books
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”
Shirley Bell’s eye to the world brings a 
rare lyrical and ethical depth of  work, 

a thread of  love shines... Her poems 
are accessible and smart

Christopher Hopkins
Poet

Shirley Bell has changed from a young mother into a grandmother over 
the course of  this collection. She had two stillbirths which profoundly 
affected her early writing. Her father’s death when she was 13, her 
mother’s recent decline into dementia and death and her husband’s 
struggle with stroke, a heart bypass and Parkinson’s also enter the book. 
But alongside this, there is profound love for her husband, children and 
grandchildren.

The poems speak about the power of  landscape, storytelling, myth and 
the darker side of  fairy tales, along with current issues. She has a strong 
spiritual sense which is expressed in her religious poems.

Because her writing echoes the experiences of  many others, readers will 
identify with the work and find solace. There are many other poems 
which intrigue and entertain, and all the poems are strong, vivid and 
rich in imagery and description.

A profound collection of  poems about 
love, struggle, the pain of  loss and faith.

RELEASE
December 2021

HARDBACK
978-1-915025-07-4 / £14.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-915025-06-7 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-915025-08-1 / £9.95

Shirley Bell has been writing poetry since the 1980s. Her work covers the inevitable 
experiences of  illness and loss, alongside her profound love for her husband, children, and 

grandchildren. The power of  landscape, storytelling, and myth also feature strongly. 
Large selections of  her poetry were anthologised by Faber and Faber, Anvil Poetry, and 
Ian McMillan. She has several chapbooks and a 2018 collection, The Still Room. Her 

work is archived in the Special Collection in the University of  Lincoln’s Library. She has 
read widely across the UK and worked as a workshop tutor, magazine editor, reviewer, and 

publisher.

Shirley Bell

The Benediction of  Yellow

“
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Ron Geaves is a retired professor of  religion better known for his academic writing in the 
study of  religion. He remains a visiting professor in the Centre for the Study of  Islam in 
Britain based in the School of  History, Archaeology and Religion at the University of  
Cardiff. In 2010 he published Islam in Victorian Britain: The Life and Times of  
Abdullah Quilliam (Kube Press) and in 2017 Victorian Muslim: Abdullah 
Quilliam and Islam in the West (Hurst). In 2017 he published Rumi Weeds, his first 
collected volume of  poetry.

Yahya Birt is a community historian who has taught at the University of  Leeds. He has 
an M.Phil. in Social and Cultural Anthropology from the University of  Oxford. He has 
published over a dozen peer-reviewed articles on Islam in Britain and co-edited British 
Secularism and Religion: Islam, Society and State and Islam in Victorian 
Liverpool: An Ottoman Account of  Britain’s First Mosque Community.

Edited by Ron Geaves & Yahya Birt

The Collected Poems of  
Abdullah Quilliam

The Collected Poems of  Abdullah Quilliam brings together the secular and 
religious poetry of  Abdullah Quilliam (1856–1932) together in a single 
volume for the first time. 

Best known as the founder of  Britain’s first mosque community, this 
collection covers his entire four-decade poetic output, and reveals 
much about his inner spiritual and emotional life, about the private man 
behind the public figure. 

A unique book bringing together, for the 
first time, the poetry of  famed Victorian 
Muslim convert Abdullah Quilliam.

RELEASE
Available now

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-90-4 / £17.95

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-89-8 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-91-1 / £9.95
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”
It’s the gateway to “un-numbing”  

your emotions and unlocking 
the door to your heart

Do you keep a secret from yourself ?

In an attempt to avoid pain and heartache, we often unconsciously run 
away from our lives, hoping to shield ourselves from more suffering 
and disappointments. 

Live Your Story is more than just a self-help book; it’s the gateway to 
“un-numbing” your emotions and unlocking the door to your heart. 

From singlehood to parenthood, it mirrors the stages of  your life. 
From friendships to relationships and hardships, it travels aboard the 
ships of  your journey, giving voices to the feelings you’ve been silencing 
for so long. 

You’ll see yourself  in this book. 

You’ll experience the process of  healing and learn how to become the 
person you were meant to be. It’s the only manual you need to stop 
watching and start living YOUR story.

A book to help you “un-numb” and 
realise your true potential, penned by a 

professional therapist.

RELEASE
October - December 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-75-1 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-76-8 / £9.95

Lilly S. Mohsen is an author, therapist and spiritual speaker. She’s currently pursuing a 
Diploma in Islamic Psychology and is a contributing writer to a number of  educational and 

inspirational blogs.

Lilly S. Mohsen
Live Your Story
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REVIEWERS!
A CALL OUT TO BOOK

GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR TEAM BY EMAILING
US ON MARKETING@BEACONBOOKS.NET

We value the time and effort that reviewers like 
you spend writing about our books. You are a 
vital link in the chain of  making people aware 
about our latest releases. 

If  you would like to order a review copy 
or have detailed questions, please contact 
us on the email below and tell us a little 

about yourself  and your reading interests.

We can provide solicited review copies in 
electronic format for confirmed pieces to be 
published online or in press such as journals, 
newspapers, magazines and other broadcast media 
outlets (television, radio, etc.).

If  you are a book reviewer, journalist or blogger If  you are a book reviewer, journalist or blogger 
and would like to review one or more of  our books, and would like to review one or more of  our books, 

we are happy to support you! we are happy to support you! 

TRADE ACCOUNTS

Our titles are generally available from wholesalers 
Gardners Books (www.gardners.com) in the UK and 

Ingram (www.ingramcontent.com) in the USA. 

We also supply books to the trade directly so 
please get in touch if  you would like to open a 

trade account.

All review copies are sent out to potential 
reviewers at the sole discretion of  the publisher 
and are for personal use only.

Email us today and become a reviewer 
for the latest Beacon Books titles! 
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This book contains a beautiful collection of  forty salawat written by Shaykh Salih al-Jafari so 
that it can suffice a believer as his daily litany after the noble Qur’an. Also included are two 
poems of  dua to Allah for the removal of  difficulties and bringing ease to one’s affairs, which 
rhyme most beautifully not only in the Arabic original but also in the English translation.

PB 978-0-9954960-6-4 £5.95

Muslim Supplementary Classes presents one of  the most significant pieces of  ethnographic 
research of  Muslims in Britain of  recent decades. In this monograph, Gent’s research combines 
years of  professional experience in education with a sensitivity towards one of  the most time-
honoured traditions of  Muslim learning: the recitation and memorization of  the Qur’an.

PB 978-1-912356-15-7 £16.95 

This classic book has been in print for more than 65 years and is a useful text for all those who 
seek knowledge of  the basic, fundamental principles of  Islam. All Arabic text including the 
Duas have been translated and transliterated into Roman English. The detailed illustrations of  
the prayer postures will also be a useful aid. This new second edition includes prayer positions 
for females and a much bigger and better layout for readers.

PB 978-0-9926335-3-0 £4.95

In this succinct treatise, Imam al-Sabuni skilfully dispels any aspersions or misunderstandings 
from the life and times of  the Noble Prophets and Messengers of  God. He provides a thorough 
exploration of  the concept of  infallibility using Arabic etymology and canonical Islamic texts, 
before discussing proofs regarding individual Prophets, demonstrating their protection from 
God and immunity to sin. 

PB 978-0-9926335-6-1 £9.95 

HB 978-0-9926335-0-9 £74.95  / PB 978-0-9926335-1-6 £34.95 
Al-Qari’s last work, it is the only catalogue of  forgeries with both a transmission-based and 
content-based critique. A total of  3,000 reports are documented in this volume covering 
doctrinal and juridical forgeries, Shia forgeries, Sufi forgeries, racial forgeries, misogynistic 
forgeries, food forgeries, “Israelite” forgeries, medical forgeries, sex forgeries, spurious books, 
spurious grave-spots and more.

Hizb One of  the Commentary on the Qur’an by al-Baydawi - This single volume contains 
the Arabic edition, English translation and notes of  the first hizb of  Anwar al-Tanzil wa-Asrar 
al-Ta’wil. Anwar al-Tanzil is important and significant, because of  its fame and influence. In Dr. 
Haddad’s own estimation, this work “became and remained for seven centuries the most studied 
of  all Tafsirs,” and it is to be regarded as “the most important commentary on the Qur’an.” 

HB 978-0-9926335-8-5  £79.95  / PB 978-0-9926335-7-8 £44.95 

Light for the Seeker: A Daily Litany 
of  Forty Salawat and Other Supplications Shaykh Salih al-Jafari

Muslim Supplementary Classes and Their Place Within 
the Wider Learning Community Dr Bill A Gent

A New Elementary Teachings of  Islam – 2nd Edition
Muhammad Abdul Aleem Siddiqui

The Infallibility of  the Prophets
Rayshaud Jameer

Encyclopedia of  Hadith Forgeries: Sayings Misattributed 
to the Prophet Muhammad Dr Gibril Fouad Haddad

The Lights of  Revelation and the Secrets of  Interpretation
Dr Gibril Fouad Haddad
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This work is a comparative translation and survey of  the bullet points of  the most 
important Māturīdī authorities and their textbooks with a bio-bibliography of  Māturīdī 
scholarship in descending order of  antiquity. It highlights their resolutions (taqrīrāt) as 
the defining parameters of  Sunnism and can serve both as an introductory synopsis of  
the great themes of  Maturidism and as a tool for the study of  its theology.

HB 978-1-912356-73-7 £22.95 / PB 978-1-912356-72-0 £14.95 / EB 978-1-912356-74-4  £12.95

The Maturidi School: From Abu Hanifa to Al-Kawthari
Gibril Fouad Haddad

HB 978-1912356-20-1 £24.95 / PB 978-1912356-19-5  £14.95

The Divine Word and The Grand Design: Interpreting the Qur’an 
in the Light of  Modern Science Dr Basil Altaie

Dr. Basil Altaie follows a new approach in discussing the scientific signs alluded to in 
the Qur’an by subjecting its verses to the scrutiny of  linguistic and scientific analysis. 
Using two main sources – established scientific facts and authentic Arabic lexicons – 
the book explores contentious issues such as evolution and the Big Bang..

PB 978-1912356-01-0 £12.95 

The Young Muslim’s Guide to Modern Science
Dr Nidhal Guessoum

The Young Muslim’s Guide to Modern Science is aimed at high schoolers, university students 
and teachers, and anyone wanting to understand what modern science says. This book 
presents a wide range of  topics, from the Big Bang to genetic engineering, in simple, 
clear, and scientifically accurate language, but also showing the Muslim or religious 
reader how this all fits with his/her beliefs and cultural background.

Around 1720 in Fez Ahmad b. al-Mubārak al-Lamatī, a religious scholar, wrote down the 
words and teachings of  the Sufi master Abd al-Azīz al-Dabbāgh. Al-Dabbāgh shied away 
from official religious studies but, having reached illumination and met with the Prophet 
Muhammad, he was able to explain any obscurities in the Qurān, hadīths and sayings of  
earlier Sufis. 

PB 978-09954960-7-1 £55.00

Pure Gold from the Words of  Sayyidī Abd al-Azīz al-Dabbāgh
Abd al-Azīz al-Dabbāgh, John O’Kane (Translator), Bernd Radtke (Translator)
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A genre of  books recording the utterances emanating from the lips of  the sage through the pen of  the disciple. These words of  
wisdom are not only a source of  inspiration for the initiated but also provide instruction and edification for the general reader.

Shaykh Nizam ad-Din’s poet-disciple Amir Hasan, passionately transcribes 
conversations with one of  India’s major saints. Presented in chronological order with 
dates and contexts of  each encounter, the book allows the reader to connect to the 
moments when the Shaykh delivers his profound advice and gives insight into the 

relationship between a shaykh and his student.

PB 978-09954960-8-8 £14.95

Nizam Ad-Din Awliya: Morals for the Heart
Amir Hasan Sijzi, Bruce B. Lawrence (Translator)

The Teachings, recorded first-hand by his disciple Rukn ud-Din, capture the vividness of  the 
Khwaja talking to his disciples in a way that leads the mind seamlessly into the world of  classical 
Islam. Thanks largely to the matchless collection of  mystical hymns in the local language of  
Siraiki, Khwaja Ghulam Farid (1845-1901) continues to enjoy an enormous local reputation.

PB 978-00995496-0-9-5 £14.95

The Teachings and Poems of  Khwaja Ghulam Farid
Dr Christopher Shackle
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This presentation of  Hafiz’s Divan does not pretend to be a work of  scholarship, but is 
intended for the general reader with a genuine interest in mysticism and mystical poetry. 
Accompanied by the original Farsi and for those unable to read the original there is 
transliteration in ‘roman’ script to aid the recitation in Farsi. With footnotes to elucidate 
the meaning further this is surely one of  the most accessible books on Hafiz’s poetry.

PB 978-0-995496-0-0-2 £55.00  4 volume set

The Collected Ghazals of  Hafiz
Shams-ud-Din Muhammad Hafez- Shirazi, Jamiluddin Morris Zahuri

THE SOHBAT SERIES: MEMOIRS OF DEVOTED DISCIPLES
Encompassing everything from edifying lessons to powerful love poetry, these books explore the most intimate reflections and 

experiences of  disciples at the hands of  their spiritual masters.

Hazrat Khawaja Muinuddin Hasan Chishti was a friend of  the poor, the depressed, 
the deprived and the destitute. His spirit of  humanism sets him apart from the 
considerations of  caste, colour and community. His meditations give an authoritative 
insight into the things that really matter and, it is hoped, will secure for the individual 
concerned the inner peace and harmony which are sought by man in his bondage.

PB 978-0-9926335-2-3 £4.95 

Meditations of  Khawaja Muinuddin Chishti
Zahurul Hassan Sharib

Composed between 1984 and 2016, this selection of  poems is loosely based on the 
theme of  voyaging. The first part deals with the inward journey: the second was 
inspired by the poet’s journeys through Asia and North Africa. The journey of  life is 
itself  a pilgrimage; beginning at birth and proceeding to our final breath. Rumi Weeds 
takes the reader on a journey from the inner to the outer, from birth to death.

PB 978-1912356-00-3 £5.95

Rumi Weeds – Poems of  a Wayfarer
Ron Geaves
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A record of  the intimate conversations, mystical teachings and spiritual practices 
shared between an Indian Sufi master and his American disciple.

HB 978-1-912356-67-6 £24.95 / PB 978-1-912356-66-9 £16.95 / EB 978-1-912356-68-3 £12.95
The Merciful Door Scott Siraj Al-Haqq Kugle

The School of  Celestial Fire 
John Lindsay

HB 978-1-912356-70-6 £24.95
PB 978-1-912356-69-0 £16.95

EB 978-1-912356-71-3 £12.95
A reflection on encounters with 

Sheikh Abdullah Sirr-Dan al-Jamal 
written from the testimony of  his own pupil.

Servant of  the 
Loving One

Paul A.W. Sutherland
HB 978-1-912356-64-5 £19.95
PB 978-1-912356-63-8 £14.95
EB 978-1-912356-65-2 £12.95

A fascinating work detailing meetings 
with the late Naqhshbandi spiritual 
master Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani.

From the horrors of  partition to the migration to Pakistan to a new chapter in Britain, 
this book spans geography, history and politics. How does a young boy from a village in 
India become a leader of  British Muslims? What does rubbing shoulders with the likes 
of  Malcolm X, Muhammad Ali, Ayatollah Khomeini and Tony Blair do to you? This is 
not only the inside story of  an activist, but also a story of  British Islam itself.

UK 978-1-912356-38-6 £12.95 / PB 978-1-912356-37-9 £12.95 / EB 978-1-912356-39-3 £9.95

A Very British Muslim Activist: The Life of  Ghayasuddin Siddiqui
C. Scott Jordan
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Through the Peacock Gate
Sandy McCutcheon
PB 978-1-912356-14-0 £12.95

The novel is a rare example of  contemporary English fiction drawing on traditional 
Moroccan folklore. Written in gripping English prose fused with Arabic words, the 
novel gives an authentic insight into a Westerner’s experience of  modern Moroccan 
society, whilst simultaneously exposing the reader to the country’s rich cultural history.

Growing up in a London tower block isn’t easy, especially for fifteen-year-old Nadim 
who just seems to keep getting hit by one problem after another. Keeping on top of  
school work and dodging ‘street boys’ is hard enough, but Nadim also has to find ways 
to support his struggling family. He seems to have a stroke of  luck when he lands in an 
situation that promises to turn his fortunes around – but at a price.

PB 978-1-912356-27-0 £9.95 / EB 978-1-912356-28-7 £9.95

Accidental Rich Boy
Akmal Ullah

Reem is a Syrian refugee who has arrived in London. After being placed in a tower 
block, she befriends Leah; a single mother who has been forced to leave her expensive 
South Kensington townhouse. Their unlikely friendship supports them as they attempt 
to find their place in a relentless, heaving city, and come to terms with the homes they 
left behind.

PB 978-1-912356-22-5 £9.95 / EB 978-1-912356-23-2 £9.95

The Tower
Shereen Malherbe 

Pickthall is a wonderful storyteller. He brings us straight into the narrative, with sharply 
drawn personalities, dealing with dilemmas to which we can relate. He builds a picture 
of  the physical environment – buildings, flowers, the landscape – that is convincing. We 
see the world from the perspective of  an Egyptian soldier, a Syrian peasant, an Otto-
man official.

PB 978-1-912356-02-7 £14.95 / EB 978-1-912356-03-4 £9.95

A Question of  Precedence: and other Middle East Stories
Marmaduke Pickthall, Edited by Peter Clark 
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Marmaduke Pikthall – British Muslim
Peter Clark
PB 978-0-9926335-9-2 £9.95 

For twenty years of  Pickthall’s adult life, he was a devout Christian, and for the last 
twenty years he was a devout Muslim. Peter Clark’s book raises issues of  Muslim and 
national identity. Pickthall wrote much about Islam which he saw as an open, tolerant 
and progressive religion.
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Contrary to what you might believe, nobody has an easy life. A good life is made 
through sacrifices, strength and determination. But what happens when life still doesn’t 
go to plan? In this book, Sidra Ansari shows you how to use a simple formula to find 
inner peace. In a warm, conversational tone, Sidra shares a resounding message: To 
trust in Allah because you are always being looked after. 

PB 978-1-912356-52-2 £12.95 / EB 978-1-912356-53-9 £9.95

Finding Peace Through Prayer and Love
Sidra Ansari
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Based on legend yet rooted in real historical events, Burning Boats is an exhilarating story 
pertaining to the actual moments leading to and following through the conquest of  
Spain in the year 711CE. The story of  the Bayt al-Hikma, or the ‘House of  Wisdom’, 
alongside that of  the heroic Florinda and the villainous King Roderick, makes up much 
of  this modern retelling of  a classic tale. 

PB 978-0-9954960-5-7 £6.95  / EB 978-1-912356-17-1 £6.95

Burning Boats: The Birth of  Muslim Spain
Julia Juwairiah Simpson-Urrutia 
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Using her knowledge and passion for Jungian archetypes and her 
skills in Neuro Linguistic Programming, Sara shows the modern 
Muslimah how to cultivate love and harmony in her marriage in a 
way that helps her to gain Allah’s love. 

The unique structure of  the companion workbook allows 
you to systematically develop twelve habits, by first 
establishing the six most important 
foundation habits, before nourishing 
your marriage with the remaining six. 

Packed with over 80 exercises and 
self-reflective coaching exercises.

HANDBOOK - PB 978-1-912356-33-1 £14.95  / E HANDBOOK 978-1-912356-34-8 £14.95
WORKBOOK - PB  978-1-912356-35-5 £14.95 / E WORKBOOK  978-1-912356-36-2 £14.95

THE FOUR TRAITS OF A CHERISHED MUSLIMAH:
How It Takes More Than Just Love To Nourish Your Marriage Sara Malik  
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The book brings together sayings and quotations from a wide range of  sources, 
cultures and times. They range from short, pithy statements, often ironical or 
humorous, to longer reflections and statements. 

PB 978-1-912356-13-3 £9.95

With Warm Heart and Reflective Mind: A Compendium of  101 Sayings 
and Quotations on the Themes of  Compassion and Education 

Dr Bill A Gent

The kitchen is often the heart of  South Asian homes. Muslim South Asian kitchens, 
in particular, are the engines of  an entire culture. The alchemy that takes place there 
affects nations and economies, politics and history, and of  course human relationships. 
There is proof  of  it in Dastarkhwan, Claire Chambers’s anthology of  essays, stories and 
recipes supplied by some of  the region’s most well-loved writers, historians and chefs.

HB 978-1-912356-61-4 £22.95 / PB 978-1-912356-60-7 £14.95 / EB 978-1-912356-62-1 £12.95

Dastarkhwan: Food Writing from Muslim South Asia
Claire Chambers 
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Noor arrives in a new country and feels like she doesn’t belong in her new school. To 
feel better, she takes comfort in the things that remain the same and decides to stick 
to them. The most important thing to Noor is her prayers, but at school she has a 
problem. The only place to pray is a storage cupboard! But Noor is not alone. Another 
girl also can’t find her place in the playground.

HB 978-1-912356-84-3 £12.95 / PB 978-1-912356-55-3 £7.95 / EB 978-1-912356-56-0 £7.95

The Girl Who Slept Under the Moon
Shereen Malherbe



For more information on 
Beacon Books and our publications 

visit our website at:
www.beaconbooks.net

t: 07907 299 500      e: info@beaconbooks.net


